FARAH CITY - Local officials on Thursday said an Afghan National Army (ANA) soldiers were killed and four others wounded in a roadside bombing in a Farah district of western Afghanistan.

Local officials warn dozens of Afghan forces besieged by the Taliban in the district would probably be killed by the insurgents if reinforcements don’t arrive there.

Mahmood Naimi, deputy Farah provincial council head, told Pajhwok Afghan News that the Farah blast took place in Aab Khurman and near the district late on Wednesday. He said that besides Afghan forces casualties, two HUMVEE vehicles of the soldiers were also destroyed in the explosion.

Talibans have blocked most routes leading to Farah province by planting bombs on them, he said.

He warned that the security forces would be killed by the insurgents if the government did not respond on time.

Passengers now obliged to travel on unpaved routes to Heart or Kan-dahar provinces, Afghan forces cannot properly defend the area because the Taliban have blocked a clear operation in the area, he said.

A day earlier, at least 35 civilians were killed and 10 others wounded when a bomb hit a bus on Heart-Kandalan road, the government didn’t respond on time, he said.

Arms (Mar. 22-Apr. 20)

Aug. 3, 2019 – Writing pressurized authority is opening up, and you’re ready to let your creativity shine. It’s a great time to express yourself, but keep your emotions in check. You’ve got a lot on your mind, and it’s time to get it out. Don’t spend too long on it, though, or you might not be able to get it out.

Taurus (Apr. 20-May 20)

Aug. 1, 2019 – Your self-esteem may be challenged today by a talkative or unplanned situation. Taurus, don’t be afraid to speak your mind. There are some deep misunderstandings and big promises that may not be as big as they are advertised to be.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Aug. 5, 2019 – Emotionally speaking, things might get tense for you today as you’re trying to balance your need for order and the rather selfish attitude, Gemini. Remember that self-love isn’t always considered negative, sometimes it’s healthy and necessary to take on a self-centered role. Remember that you need to take care of number one all the times.

Cancer (June 21-July 20)

Aug. 5, 2019 – You might have trouble getting your way with the general energy today, Cancer. “Stoned” may be a bit of a light, but you may need to get your head in the game and get ready to do battle. Others may be on your side, but you will want to jump into the fray. Strong emotions and the reawakening of the day. Everyone knows that you have a strong arsenal in this area.

Leo (July 21-Aug. 21)

Aug. 9, 2019 – Move in for the kill today, Leo. Don’t stop until you succeed. You’re not afraid of your competitor’s insecurities becoming yours. You have confidence in yourself and the way you are seen. Just because someone else feels good, doesn’t mean that you have to ruin it in order to be seen.

Virgo (Aug. 22-Sept. 22)

Aug. 5, 2019 – Now is the perfect time to say anything you’ve been meaning to say for quite a while, Virgo. Cut it out in the open. Keeping it inside is only eating away at your internal mechanisms. Stop worrying about the consequences and move the tide. Today is a day to be bold and aggressive. Other people might respond similarly, so if you do it right, you can sure it can take.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

Aug. 10, 2019 – Your support might be the focus of conversation all day, Libra. You have a very strong will that you won’t afraid to express. You will get what you want. Emotions will rise and you’ll be exposed. Be prepared to deal with the knowledge. You have to take control of the conversation and accept the mental challenge of trying to win other people over to your side. Whether you’re successful or not, you will have a good time trying.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Aug. 9, 2019 – Your sensitive heart may be touched by anger today, Scorpio. Don’t be afraid of hurting other people’s feelings as you express your emotions. You’re doing it yourself, and you’d better be doing the same thing. Other people might involve you, but not all the facts have to make the main headlines.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Aug. 9, 2019 – You might feel a great deal of physical power today, Sagittarius. If someone asks you to help move a couch, you’d better be able to pick the whole thing up by yourself. Don’t show your strength. You have even more internal strength than you reveal to others. There’s no need to hide it any longer. Use it to your advantage.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Aug. 10, 2019 – You’re already looking for your best bet. Capricorn, you’re not sympathy to your emotional self or your today, so keep it quiet. Nothing will most certainly get you kicked off the baking shelf. The energy of today is teaching you to toughen up. Don’t take it personally, but realize that there are important lessons to learn.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Aug. 8, 2019 – Jump into action with energy today, Aquarius. Order others around and delegate tasks for a change. An ag- gressive approach is what’s needed, and you have the ability to deliver the goods. Taking it on the head might mean something will go a great deal better, but you’re better at helping others if you’re not involved, and you’re not even involved, but you’re picking on them.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Aug. 10, 2019 – Guard your heart well today, Pisces. It’s a prime target for the abrasive people out there. Your self-esteem will feel less than good, and you’d better stay in bed. Your attitude might be off-color because your heart is hurt.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Aug. 10, 2019 – You’re already looking for your best bet. Capricorn, you’re not sympathy to your emotional self or your today, so keep it quiet. Nothing will most certainly get you kicked off the baking shelf. The energy of today is teaching you to toughen up. Don’t take it personally, but realize that there are important lessons to learn.